4.Implementation

1.But why the zoo?
I could tell you the whole story but it would
take seven books, you would not understand
everything, and I have no time, I will make it short.
Moreover, the books exist in true!
Nothing goes right in Carson City since the soldiers have lost in the lake a substance that mutes
everything which is living... So we are in this zoo,
with on our heels tricks half human, half animals a
little dead ...
Then the others are also in the area ...
In short, we must play it tight for ...
What is that noise ? No, aaaaaaah ...
2.In the box, you find:
.16 cards of the 4 teams:
- 4 cards with the Military (Yellow)
- 4 cards with Aboriginal (blue),
- 4 cards with other Aboriginal (green),
- 4 cards with the Blackwood gang (red).
Each character has a value of 3 to 6.
The back also represents it, but mutating ...
.50 Zoo cards:
- 10 cards «0» (with not much on it),
- 10 cards «1» (with 1 human badly in point),
- 10 cards «2» (with 2 hum ...),
- 10 cards «3» (with 3 mutants),
- 10 cards «4» (with healthy and cute animals).
On the back of 4 Zoo cards hides a really ugly
mutant.
As in Carson City we are cool people but accurate
anyway, you are told that it is on the back of a 0,
a 1, a 2 and a 3. No, not worth it to ask the question, behind a 4, you will never find big mutant.
3.Goal of the game
Make a maximum of points. And for that you must:
survive, free the animals that should never be
locked in a zoo, kill the mutants, knock out the
guys of other teams, and ... Survive.

Blend the 50 Zoo cards, grab them in the face-up
hands, and split them into 25 piles of 2 cards. If
you have not been mistaken, it must make a square
of about 5 by 5.
If you do not have it on your table, then you do it
again by concentrating a little more.
Each player chooses a team and takes the 4 characters cards from that team. If you are less than 4
players, teams are useless and stay in the box, it’s
still the least risky.
5.How to play?
Here, it’s always the first player to start, get
along with it.
Then the players will play in a clockwise direction.
In your turn, you have the choice between two
actions, and you must make only one:
- Send one of your characters to the zoo
Or
- Move one of your characters already in the zoo.
Now, I explain them a little more in detail, just say
that at each turn you are sure to win a card:
- Send a character to the zoo:
You replace a Visible Zoo card (whatever the value)
by one of your Character cards. You retrieve the
Zoo card that you return and pose in front of
you. And you’ll understand a little further why you
have to turn it over.
Warning ! You can only go on a Zoo card and not
on a Character card already placed.
- Moving a character:
You move a square (and only one) one of your Character cards already in the zoo: up, down, left or
right. Ask not the question: not diagonally!
There are two possible moves:
. Either you go on a Zoo card, which you recover,
you return and you pose in front of you.
. Either you go on an adverse character card
(there, moving, you have the right) of value less
than or equal to yours, that you take and poses
in front of you. You can not move where there is
no card! So it may happen that your character
finds himself blocked, Alone ... And At the same time,
there, at least, he is a painter.

The big ugly mutant!
Every time you get a Zoo card, it’s cool because
you release nice animals (the Zoo cards with a value
of 4), you shoot some mutants (the Zoo cards
with values 3, 2 and 1) or you walks (Zoo cards
with a value of 0). But when you retrieve the card,
if you turn it you see the lousy Mutant behind, then
no luck, you return your character card, which
does not belong to you, since it is mutating in
this zoo! You will not be able to move it! And now
this card is almost a Zoo card like any other, that
anyone (even you) can come to win with a Character card already in the zoo (not that you pose!),
Whatever the value.
It’s ugly, is not it?
It’s life. The death. All that.
6.End of Game and Countdown
If a player can no more play, either because he has
no more characters left alive, or because he can
no longer move, the game is instantly over.
Each player picks up his living characters who are
still walking in the zoo. If you can count, then you
add up the points of the Zoo and character cards
you have retrieved, and those of your remaining
Character cards (in the zoo or not yet played).
The one with the highest total won, but that’s not
a reason to bring her back.
In case of tie, see with Dallas or Anton, be the
first to bite a panda, or redo a part!

first moves :

At the beginning of the game, the Red player
put his 4. Then the Yellow put his 5 just left.
And finally the Blue put his 5 above the 4 Red,
thinking that if the 5 Yellow comes to blow the
4 Red, it will be at his mercy.
Now, Red hesitates between two possibilities:
A: Fade by moving his 4 on the Zoo card to his
right (which he will retrieve to score 2 points)
or
B: Dissuade the others by putting his 5 or his 6
to the right of the 4, in order to threaten the
Yellow and the Blue who would like to catch
the 4 Red (so he will also get the Zoo card to
score 2 points)!
the final countdown :

3-player start example :

Here, at the end of the game, the Red player has
won a total of 36 points:
- 18 points winning Zoo cards;
- 7 points in flinging 2 opposing characters;
- 11 points saving 2 of his own!
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